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Dr. G. Kemble Bennett
Chainnan, National Advisory Council
National Advisory Council (NAC)
Dear Dr. Bennett:
Thank you for the National Advisory Council' s (NAC) recommendations to the draft National

Incideot Management System (NIMS) document. FEMA' s National Preparedness Directorate
reviewed the five recommendations, and all were accepted.
lbe recommendations included: providing clarity on the connection between the NlMS and the
National Response Framework; minimizing the use of words such as, "must" and "shall" due to
their potential liability on state and local stakeholders; increasing the level of consideration given
to medical partners, including public health and hospitals; listing Community Emergency
Response Teams (CER1) as recognized non-governmental organizations who assist in disaster
response at the local level; and, finally, that FEMA consider including language that allows a
Unified Operations Section within the les framework, clearly stating that it is not mandatory to
do so. FEMA has also added language to the NIMS docwnent to incorporate a two-year revision
cycle.

A position paper on each of the NAC's recommendation is attached to provide detail on actions
taken regarding the recommendations.
1 appreciate the NAC's recommendations and commitment to developing a consummate N1MS
document and look forward to a continued partnership. If you have any further questions or
concerns, please have a member of your staff contact the Federal Emergency Management
Agency's National Prepsredness Directorate (202) 646-3100.
Sincerely,

R. David Paulison
Administrator

Attachment- Position Paper on the NAC Re<:ommendations to the Revised NIMS Base
Document.

FEMA POSITION PAPER ON NAC RECOMMENDATIONS
NAnotw. AiMsoRY COUNCIL Recc.e"DADON f1 i It is essential that the revised NIMS
document demonstrate a clear connection between the National Incident Management System
and the newly released National Response Frameworl<.
FEMA PosmON: Concur

BACKGROUND INF<lfIIIATION: linkage. between the NIMS document and the NRF were
carefully established dufing the review and revision processes for both documents. An obvious
linkage is not documented until page 3, where the NRF is represented by two sentences.

FEMA RECOMMENDED ACTION: Baaed on the above discussion. modifications were made to the
NIMS document in the -VVhat is the National Incident Management System- section, the Preface
on page 3, and the Preparedness Component on page 12 to highlight the relationship of the

NIMS to the NRF. The recommended modifications are shown in Appendix A on pages 7 and 8
of this document.

NAIIOIW, ADyISORY COUNCIL RECO!!I!ENDA!!OH 12: State and local at_olders are
concerned about the potential liability implied throughout NIMS with use of worda , such aa
-musr and ·shall· . The NAC recommends that the use of such words be reviewed and, where
appropriate, repaced with phrases such as "must consider" or ·shall consider"; or replaced wtth
"may" or "should".
FEMA PosmoN: Concur

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: The use of the words "must" and ·shall" in the NIMS document
were to indtcate the importance of a particular action to occur. The success of NIMS relies on
stakehokters carrying out each of the components in similar ways to ensure effective integration
between jurisdictions and disciplines. The NAC recommended that such prescriptrve language
be tempered where appropriate and that FEMA ensure that those locations INhere "must" and
·shall" remain in the document are essential to maintain the integrity of procedures, protocols
and incident management processes specified in NIMS. The fcMlowing specific actions were
taken:
•

The HillS document was reviewed to locate all uaes of the words -must" and
"shall," TIle wonI"ahal/" ".. """ removed from tIN document. TIle wo'"
"muat" w.. found In 89 locations and action was taken as follows:

o

In 10 locations, the word "must" was used in a way that is not
specifIC to anyone stakeholder. The use of the word applies to all

o

o

jurisdictional levels and disciplines. No changes were made to
"must" in those cases.
In 29 locations where "must" was used in a manner that could be
deemed to obligate specifIC action on the part of States or
localitk!s, the word "musr was changed to "should" in those
locations.
In 50 locations, the word "musr was used when discussing
procedures/protocol associated with either the Incident Command
System and its subcomponents, resource management, or both.
When "musr Is used to describe procedures which must be
followed to observe ICS or resource management, no changes
were made to these occurrences.

FEMA RECOIMIENOED ACTION: The NIMS document has been revk!wed and "must" was
changed to ·should,· where appropriate, as discussed above. All in all. 33% of the occurrences
pertaining to States and k>cals were changed from "must" to "should,·
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NAnoNAL AlMIORY COUNCIL REcoI!WENDAJlON 13; It is also recommended that more
consideration be given to the role of medical partners to include public health and hospitals.
FEMA PosmoN: Concur
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Staff reviewed the NIMS document to ensure that the role of
medical partners including public hea~h and hospital. are adequately addressed . This analysis
found that pubUc health and heaH:h emergencies are included in 23 distinct locations where the
considerations surrounding health are unique. These locations cover every substantive NIMS
component to include all levels of government. private sector, and non-govemmental
organizations. Askfe from specific references to pubHc health and hospitals, the term -local- is
all encompassing and includes mutti-dilcipline responders including pubfic heatth and hospitals
as a subset of groups identified within NIMS.

Medical partners have been included in every step of the NIMS review, revision and comment
adjudication process since 2006. The role of public hea~h and hospitals was carefully
considered during the revlew, revision and adjudication process. That r~ is specifically
highlighted. along with other respon.. disciplines. throughout the NIMS document.
Inserting additional references to public health and hospitals may set a precedent for requesting
special ktentification of other disciplines in NIMS which is meant to be an inter-disciplinary
document. Additionally. the NRF specif,.s the role of medical partners to include public hea~h
and hospitals and the ESF-8 annex details the roles and responsibilities of medal partners.
FEMA RECOMMENDED ACTION: Additional references to public health and hospitals were added
to the NIMS.
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NA!!O!W. AIoo8oRY COUNCIL RECO!IM£NQAJION f4: Indusion of the Community Emergency
Response Teams (CERn as a recognized non-govemmental organization assisting in disaster
response at the local levels.
FEIIA Po8mON: Concur
BAcKGROUND INFORIlATlON: CERT is an important incident response construct. Indusion of

CERT would be a valuable addnion to NIMS thai would help publicize and clarify the role of
CERTs and stakeholder responsibilities.
FEMA RECOIIIlIENOED ACTlON : Include CERT as an example of a preparedness organization
on page 13, lines 5-6.
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NADOfW. AoytIoRY COUNCtl ReCQMMENDA!lOH f5: Consider including flexib&e language that
allows for the possibility of a Unified Operations Section within the ICS framework. However,
clarify that ij is not mandatory to do so.
FEMA POSITION: Concur
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: As NIMS is currently written, the Incident Commander has the
prerogative to institute les in a flexible manner. The concept of Unified Operations is a
controversial issue that will require wid&-ranging discussion among numerous organizations,
including IMSI, the _ncies involved in the NtMS Working Group, the US Forest Service and
the National Wildfire Coordinabon Group, who use les extensively. Formally incorporating
Unified Operations in NIMS will require signfficant changes to ICS. The magnitude of this
change will require a lengthy process invotving extensive coordinatton between large numbers
of stakehofders. While this is an important issue, it cannot be negotiated and fully vetted in the
time currentty aUotted to comP'ete this version of NIMS.
FEIIA ReCOMMENDED ACTION: In the interest of time , this change will not be reflected in the
current NIMS document; however, IMSI will raise this issue with the NIMS Working Group and
key ICS ptayers, such as the US Forest Service and the Nattonal Wildfire Coordination Group.
With the concurrence of stakeholders, this change will be incorporated into future versions of
NIMS.
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